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Abstract: We propose a data-driven approach for the automatic prediction of deterioration risk

of COVID-19 patients using a deep neural network that learns from chest X-ray images, and a

gradient boosting model that learns from routine clinical variables. Our AI prognosis system,

trained using data from 3,661 patients, achieves an AUC of 0.786 (95% CI: 0.742-0.827) when

predicting deterioration within 96 hours.



Methods

Fig 1. Overview of the AI system that assesses the patient’s risk of deterioration every time a

chest X-ray image is collected in the ED. We design two different models to process the chest X-

ray images, both based on the GMIC neural network architecture. The first model, COVID-GMIC,

predicts the overall risk of deterioration within 24, 48, 72, and 96 hours, and computes saliency

maps that highlight the regions of the image that most informed its predictions. The predictions

of COVID-GMIC are combined with predictions of a gradient boosting model that learns from

routinely collected clinical variables, referred to as COVID-GBM. The second model, COVID-

GMIC-DRC, predicts how the patient’s risk of deterioration evolves over time in the form of

deterioration risk curves.

Fig 2. Architecture of COVID-GMIC. First, COVID-GMIC utilizes the global network to

generate four saliency maps that highlight the regions on the X-ray image that are

predictive of the onset of adverse events within 24, 48, 72, and 96 hours respectively.

COVID-GMIC then applies a local network to extract fine-grained visual details from

these regions. Finally, it employs a fusion module that aggregates information from

both the global context and local details to make a holistic diagnosis.



Results

The optimal weights assigned to the COVID-GMIC prediction in the COVID-GMIC

and COVID-GBM ensemble were derived through optimizing the AUC on the

validation set. The ensemble of COVID-GMIC and COVIDGBM, denoted as ‘COVID-

GMIC + COVID-GBM’, achieves the best performance across all time windows in

terms of the AUC and PRAUC, except for the PR AUC in the 96 hours task. In the

reader study, our main finding is that COVID-GMIC outperforms radiologists A & B

across time windows longer than 24 hours, with 3 and 17 years of experience,

respectively.

Saliency maps for a patient who was

admitted to the intensive care unit

and intubated within 48 hours. The

saliency map highlights the medial

right basilar and peripheral left

basilar opacities.


